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Goethe and his age, both in German and English, culture that transcended artificially imposed political boundaries. about the German Democratic Republic (GDR) written and directed by East. The post-unification literature and cinema by East German authors and... In the 1950s and 1960s, English lyrics, syncopated rhythms, and imitations of... Icons of Rock, Vol. 1. Margy Gerber Editor - gettextbooks.co.ke Literature of the German Democratic Republic in English translation: a bibliography: studies in GDR culture and society: a supplementary volume / Margy... Hermynia Zur Mühlen - Digital Library Project Literature of the German Democratic Republic in English translation: A bibliography: studies in GDR culture and society: a supplementary volume by Judith... German Archives and Manuscripts Resources - University of Notre... 1900–1904: Literary and Anarchist Awakening 1918–1919: Munich III, Revolution and Council Republic Bibliography The volume's selection contains Mühsam's best-known English translations of German names and titles follow in square brackets. Literature of the German Democratic Republic (GDR) in 1949. 38. PDF (8496 KB) - The American Archivist the bibliography outlines the history of grey literature publishing and its value to scientific... the acquisition and bibliographic control of this type of literature. The... - Old English Newsletter LITERATURE OF THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC IN ENGLISH TRANSLATION A bibliography studies in GDR culture and society: a supplementary volume by Judith Pouget, Margy Gerber Kuchapishwa 1984 na University Press Of... Rock and Roll Narratives in Leander Haußmann's... GFL-Journal Grove Music Online uses abbreviations for general terms, in bibliographies,... ASCAP, American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers Bd. Band [volume] DDR, German Democratic Republic (Deutsche Demokratische Republik) ... A Biographical Dictionary of English Court Musicians, 1485-1714 (Aldershot, Literature of the German Democratic Republic in English translation... Work in Old English Studies and the Annual... Bryn Mawr Classical Review: Index by Reviewers: C... founding of the Canadian Comparative Education Society are. Included are... the MALLINSON, v; Literary Studies in the Service of Comparative. Education... Holdings: An Anthology of German literature of the romantic era and... The number of writers represented in both volumes is nearly the same, but... DDR [Comprehensive Illustrated Bibliography of Science Fiction in the GDR] Die Rezeption der DDR-Literatur in Frankreich [Reception of GDR Literature in France], Translated Literary Works and Texts (1945–2000) and Secondary Literature, Boydell & Brewer 2014 Annual German Studies Catalogue by... Vol. 1: Text and Translation. Studies in Ancient Medicine, 24/1. 2002.01.03: The Cambridge Ritualists: An Annotated Bibliography of the Works by and... 2006.04.23: Prudence J. Jones, Reading Rivers in Roman Literature and Culture. Cambridge Classical Journal: Proceedings of the Cambridge Philological Society.